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Details of PhD Dataset: transcripts of a corpus of problem-based learning (PBL) sessions at postgraduate taught level in Medical Genetics.
Composition of the PBL corpus:
PBL and Stage 
No. of participants
Topic 
Length in
Minutes 
(hour: min.) 
Tokens
PBL1s:
37

307 (5:11)
44,171
PBL2s:
40

418 (6:58)
71,322
Total:

40 speakers (34 students & 6 tutors)

725 (12:08)
115,493 

Note. Minutes are rounded up.
Transcription:
Transcripts were made using Praat software and saved as plain text files to facilitate searching using Wordsmith Tools (Scott, 1996) 
The following guide (see over) was developed and used for the transcription of the PBL corpus. Praat software transcription software was used to facilitate transcription (freely available at http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/)


The Transcription System 


Rule/guide 
Examples
General

	Punctuation kept to a minimum.

Possessives and contractions kept.
Question marks used when utterance appears to be a question.

Capitalisation
Capitals are not used at beginning of turns and utterances nor for personal pronoun “i”.
Used for proper nouns (e.g., acronyms of tests, country/place names, names of conditions, abbreviations for technical lexis).


MLPA
Amsterdam
Downs
CF (for cystic fibrosis)
Repetitions & false starts 
	Repetitions and false starts transcribed. 


Hyphenation 
	Truncated/unfinished words marked by a hyphen. 

Otherwise words not hyphenated. 
it's a phy- phy-
Pauses
	Commas used for noticeable pauses.
	Full-stops mark end of utterance and noticeable gaps. 

Pauses of 2 seconds or more noted in brackets.
S14: Spina Bifida, or maybe the ante-natal screening. (2)
Spelling & lexical items

For orthographic spelling, Chambers dictionary was used for general vocabulary. 
For other technical items:
	Genetics Home Reference http://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/ and 
	http://www.genome.gov/glossary/index.cfm.  Sites recommended by Medical Genetics departmental staff.


	British English spelling, e.g., ‘ise’ instead of ‘ize’; ‘colour’ instead of ‘color’.

Because and cos: each transcribed. 
The following are written in full:
Numbers and percent
‘Gonna’ written in full: Going to.

Semi-lexical items
	ah, ahh, ahm, eh, ehm, em, er, erm mhum, uh, uhm, uhuh, uhum, um, umm. 


Unclear 

	Unclear utterances surrounded by square brackets e.g., [?]. 

Where a ‘best guess’ is possible, e.g., from context, this is surrounded by square brackets with the word preceded by a question mark [? word]. 
Square brackets [ ] also surround significant non-verbal events mid-utterance e.g., laughter; referring to handouts, gestures.
S6: [?]
[?de] de novo S6: [mumbles]

Censored

	Speakers all referred to by speaker number, e.g., Student S1.

Tutor by speaker number and tutor number, e.g., S2T1.
Names in scenarios replaced with capital letter e.g., (J). 
S3: i just remember S38_T5 say ask this
Transcriber notes
	Transcriber notes: for additional events or in silences, e.g., door opening, multiple overlaps.

Where words or intonation are noticeable exaggerated, these are included in transcriber notes. 
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